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Although Writing Centres are a central concern for us, they are on the periphery of most 

Atlantic universities. Writing Centres in this region are often sidelined by their funding and 

location. Funding is tenuous, temporary, and can come from surprising sources; it affects day-

to-day operations by determining budget size, eligible expenses, signing authority, reporting 

requirements, and the ability of staff to engage in long-term programming. The physical 

location of the Writing Centre also affects its visibility and accessibility, as well as the number of 

appointments it can offer, while the positioning of the Centre at an organizational level further 

influences its perceived role within the university and its inclusion in other initiatives.  

This panel will feature case studies from several Writing Centres within the Atlantic region. Each 

Centre will illustrate the ways in which its funding model and location have shaped its 

operations, and share any solutions it has devised for meeting these challenges. This panel will 

also include a review of comparative data from other universities within the region with the 

goal of identifying common challenges and best practices for improving funding and re-

positioning Writing Centres at our respective institutions. This data will be gathered during a 

regional meeting tentatively scheduled for March 2015, and it will be made available to CWCA 

members following this event. Writing Centres from other regions will then be encouraged to 

submit their own info in the hopes of expanding this data set into a shared resource that can be 

used to advocate for positive change.  


